CHAPTER 1 -FACETS, SEGMENTS, BENDS AND SWELLS
As a designer I create functional objects, furniture and spaces that engage through visual movement and while pushing experimentation within the possibilities of material and process. Objects and spaces have become a medium to study the phenomenology of a surface as a point of interface and its ability to capture movement on a visual and a tactile level.
The capacity to use an object or experience a space gives a lasting connection to design that can affect our mental wellbeing. Designing an object for use requires relating the functional intent through formal visual components that can be quickly identified. Classic perception theory and a holistic, Gestalt view inform how my work comes together, while the influence of technologies such as Computer Aided Design (CAD), 3D modeling, and Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) processes have contributed to how my design is conceptualized, visualized and produced.
All three--dimensional elements can be observed and categorized as three basic forms-lines, surfaces and solids. Traditional definitions show lines as one--dimensional, surfaces as two--dimensional, and solids as three--dimensional, but each can be transformed into gray areas that question the original dimensional categorization. It is specifically the transition of a surface from a two--dimensional shape to a three--dimensional form that I explore through making; always furthering my understanding of how this can be done, its visual properties, and flexibility in regard to intentionality.
Looking back, the seeds of this were planted at a young age when I first discovered Origami by searching through craft project templates in an elementary after school program, and immediately practiced and memorized folding patterns to use sheets of paper to create animals that began to adorn the spaces I occupied. The combined process of making by hand and the fascination of the result kept me interested in the technique until a later age as I came to the realization that it was the underlying phenomenology of giving form and structure to a two dimensional sheet of paper that truly intrigued me. The real beauty of a surface that has been morphed from 2D to 3D for me, is the activation of the form. My process of creating looks to capture a surface as it if was amid transition and movement.
Sketches and Development
Described in stages, my work can be more or less categorized into stages based on both the functional needs of the design at hand and the evolution of processes as my work has advanced. Facets, Segments, Bends, and Swells, each descriptor representing a phase of exploration and technique, make up the categories that transcend small objects to large architecturally scaled works as a method to create, design and build in three dimensions.
Because folding happened to be the first method I understood to manipulate a surface it became a strong and consistent starting point for my thought process.
Ideas of and words for how objects movements occurred in space most easily translated for me through the folding, faceting, segmenting of hard edges and creation of definition to understand it. A drawing in Figure 1 uses drafting techniques to examine how simple vertical line height variations in an isometric view can be connected to create a complex and defined surfaces solely through wireframe--like line work to create the geometry of a segmented surface. Maquette, Justin Bailey, 2014, die-cut paper, 4"x4"x7"; 1:2 Scale Figure 4 (Right): Untitled Paper Light Maquette, Justin Bailey, 2014, die-cut paper, 4"x4"x7"; 1:2 Scale Figure 2: Faceted Containers, 2013, Powder Coated Steel Containers, 8"x9"x8.5" (largest) Segmenting to create more rounded organic and conical surfaces from sheet material began with the desire to create lamp shades from paper that had softness but used the material to create a self--supporting shell structure. This idea grew beyond lamps to create paper larger ideas of interior/architectural spaces seen in the exterior of the Airliner Restaurant (Figure 22 ). Beyond paper, this method became difficult to prototype in more durable physical materials and evolved into simplified bends.
Through simplified bends, I began to play with how retaining a range of motion could be could be included into the process between the transition from two--dimensional to three--dimensional. What started as a quick foam core sketch 
Design and Meaning
Designed objects, furniture, and spaces add order to our lives through their ability to solve needs and desires of the spaces we inhabit and are made more attractive through form and meaning relative to the design's function and overall identity. Elements exist in relation to their context, but also further inform and contribute to the context in which they exist in holistic terms. What draws me most to furniture and small functional objects is the familiarity through which we attach ourselves to these objects, and how as consumers we use the designs we surround ourselves with as personal extension and expression. Noted industrial designer Don
Wallace stated in his essay "Shaping America's Products", If the invention, production, distribution and acquisition of things are among the principal preoccupations of modern life, the industrial arts which give form to these things are a characteristic artistic expression of our time. For most people the ordinary objects around them provide the main source of esthetic experience. 1 Beyond creating artistic expression, the objects and spaces of our daily lives become a reflection of ourselves, the most telling self--portrait, where we come from, how we live, our needs and our wants. Building on that philosophy, the perspective from which I create stems most often from my own background, needs and desires, both conscious and unconscious. I find that my drive to create is fueled by my own desire to contribute to the context of my surroundings, which is seems to be a very My focus through design is to examine the desires and needs of typical western spaces, furniture and objects, reimagining their intent using design as a medium for expressive form, material and meaning. I use the word meaning loosely, as meaning can vary person to person based on how our experiences inform our perception. Design for me can be seen just as writing is, we create a narrative through space, set in a world that has context and content that makes sense to us, but create our own story, and ideally even a suspension of disbelief that allows us to escape the monotony, tumultuousness or trivialness of day--to--day life. "To design is not to create things that make the world more reflective of the true. It is rather to create a world that has more meaning, that makes more sense." 2
Capturing the essence of an experience to create some sense of story, character or narrative comes down to relating a concept, be it an experience of movement, an idea, or an action and creating a visual and/or haptic translation that is expressed by an object or space. It requires analyzing the core elements of a concept and editing and abstracting to make a visual reference that can convey meaning without being too literal.
A design's ultimate appearance can hide or reveal its true nature, its character, and its soul. The most immediate form of appearance has to do with it's presenting features-the qualities that inform the senses most directly, such as material, structure, movement, and shape. Designs gain accessibility and significance by providing meaning through such meaning--making elements as affordance, representation, association, and information. 3 Concept informs aesthetic and formal attributes, intent shapes the confines of the design, but it is composition that brings everything together into a balanced and unified whole. Composition of the formal elements is key to being able to read the function and meaning behind a work.
If a compositional assembly is drawn together with skill and grace, it will give the resulting design a satisfying sense of wholeness and comprehensibility. If well presented, the composition gives users an overall apprehension of the design, where everything relates and each detail contributes to the whole. This helps to fulfill the design's purpose and function. The design will then have the appearance of a teleological wholean architectonic design. 4
Small Objects and Lighting
Small objects become the subordinate element of our environments, but they also invite the opportunity for instant connection through hands on interaction and haptic senses to the greater context of a space through their use. Even more so, lighting brings the chance to change the context of a space and light is added and removed based on its temperature, strength and shape.
Polyp Lamps
The Polyp Lamps, a wall sconce ( Figure 8 ) and table lamp ( Figure 9 ) were among my first designs at the University of Iowa. The lamps explore how paper can become a three--dimensional form used to diffuse light in addition to bringing irregular, flowing forms into the typically rigid human space. Inspired by the fluidity of ocean life and it's adaptation to rounded and aerodynamic forms that can flow 4 P. 170 (Stolterman, 2012) Figure 8: Polyp Wall Lamp, Justin Bailey, 2013, Paper, Wood, and LED Light, 12"x17"x9" with their surroundings, rather than work against. I wanted to bring this element to the form of the lights, as a shape that seemed to grow from very little, expand into the space, and they slip away again. As the light is turned on it doubles down on this idea of blending and working with the environment, as the warm tones of the light encourage the feeling of movement and expansion into space, particularly as the shape grows, and with how the light diffuses into the surroundings through the top and bottom openings, eventually fading away as the shape of the light does. The paper for the lamps is Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) Die--Cut, Table Lamp Model  1A -Akari Light Sculpture, Isamu Noguchi,1951 , Washi Paper, Bamboo, Metal, 10"x17"Figure 7 (Right): Pear with Tripod Stand-Bubble Lamp, George Nelson, 1947 Image courtesy of Modernica scored and then folded and glued at matching tabs. The protruding tabs also bring an element of playfulness but also visual contrast to the surface of the light as they create shadow and help to emphasize the segmented nature of the shape. The Table   Lamp version of the shade fits onto a ribbed 3D Printed base that continues the flow of the paper shell, housing the light fixture, featuring a two part twist and release for the bulb to be changed. The cord runs through the feet, free to be rotated to any degree around underneath the lamp.
The form of the lamps also give a nod to modern design era paper lamps of the mid--20 th century, such as George Nelson's Bubble Lamps and Isamu Noguchi's Akari Lamps (Figures 10 and 11 ). Both designers worked with traditional lantern technique to give alternative structure and form to paper through wire/bamboo to create a diffusing shade for light. I wanted to build on this idea of updating a traditional method of light diffusing, utilizing the advances of computer modeling technology to aid in production with paper, and to also let the paper rely on its own inherent structural properties by folding so that there would be no need for skeletal framework. (Figure 12 ). After growing the paper structure larger in scale, I experimented with using the technology in different ways to see the effect on the form and structure. So far, the segmentation of the folds in the paper had been quad--based, created using 3DS
Max's standard computer modeling mesh to build shape. Using Leonar3Do, a modeling software that is based on triangulation rather than quads, I created a mockup of a more dynamic form, adding more energy and movement to the form to match the qualities of the triangles that formed it ( Figure 13 ).
Tactile Salt and Pepper Shakers
Lighting, even on a small scale, can have a noticeable environmental impact based on the reach of the light, the color it brings, and the brightness. This presence is something that other small objects are lacking, but can create in alternate ways to In a similar, yet more subtle fashion as the Polyp Lamps, I wanted to use Salt and Pepper shakers as an opportunity to bring the movement of a surface highlighting the motion of segments and facets. However, in this case, I also wanted the movement to create a haptic experience, a direct tie to our sense of touch and the ability to distinguish the inside contents based on this. By giving dimensionality to the form's segments, moving either in or out, the user is able to identify based on a tactile experience. The ability to 3D print in food safe porcelain gave rise to the ability to create complex, detailed surfaces based on a similar segmenting method as the Lamps, but in a material that can appear to have more softness with the addition of a smooth glaze. The resulting bumps and divots that circle around the surface of the Salt and
Pepper Shakers fade in and out as a moiré dot pattern to create a movement that can be felt with the shakers are used. The texture, either bump or divot, play on the opposites of the two shakers while having similar overall patterning.
The lean of the shape was intended to further the larger sense of motion and create a stronger sense of interaction between the two shakers as well as the table the sit upon but appearing as if they have some sense of inertia that leads to the holes for dispensing at the peak.
Poche Vase
Like sheets of loose paper, the Poche Vase explores the true transition of a flat surface warping into a three--dimensional shape. Derived while originally working with Corian in a furniture application, the vase uses two mirrored sides of 15: Poche Vase, Justin Bailey 2016, Paper, Corian Solid Surface, Silicone, 10"x5"x2.5" heat--formed Corian Solid Surface that area adhered together with water resistant silicone. A vase in concept and function is a simple object, its aim to hold water and plant stems so that we can retain some of the beauty of nature in an indoor setting.
Because of the minimal functional needs of the object, vases bring a lot of room to explore form and expression, potential for a great accompaniment to the natural life they contain. Bringing the freshness of nature indoors, it is a great impact to a much larger environment or space, carrying with it bright colors that bring an immediate visual and emotional perception response that creates a connection to the design. The Poche Vase was designed to hold a single stem, keeping the profile low and slim, and taking advantage of the soft shadows on the white surface to present the subtle, flowing dimensionality of the piece. The curves of the surface are very
organic, yet deliberate, protruding wide enough at the base (2.5") to create a stable piece, and also allowing the pocket for water to go deep enough to support the stem of the plant. The piece separates at the bottom to reveal a sharp, contrasting negative space to the white surroundings, and again at the top for the opening, and from one perspective appears to be a flat rectangle, while only a thin linear profile is visible at a side view. The vase at first appears minimal, an undemanding addition to a greater space, but the surface flow and protrusion present a subtle complexity that creates a unique composition that combined with its thin profile allow the vase to be placed in a wider variety of locations. Poche, the namesake of the vase, can translate to pocket in French, but is also a widely used drafting terminology referring to the negative inside walls in plan drafting views. While the Poche is typically an inactive element of the drafting views, in the case of the vase, it highlights where the functionality takes place. As a material, Corian is Greenguard Certified, making this a sustainable product, and additionally is water tight and immune to surface mildew and mold.
Furniture
Kerfed Coffee TableThe Table, Justin Bailey 2015, Oak, Canvas, Steel, 20"x48"x18" time I had been referring to planes for another project, and was inspired by the structure of the wings and how they could translate into structures for tables with their combination of surfaces and framework ( Figure 17 
Lucid Side Table
Protruding surfaces play on ideas of push and pull to create a point of interface on the front of this end table (Figure 18 ), marking the handles of drawers.
A small 20" high side table with two drawers uses Corian to designate function aspects as well as create a smooth transition from drawer handles into thin, elongated legs.
The two drawers of the side table measure different sizes, the large drawer fitting A4 sized paper so that it could comfortably store books or magazines, and the small drawer measuring 4" wide ideal for small objects easily lost in larger drawers.
The drawers use no hardware, instead rely on internal, traditional wood structure to create slides. The imbalanced nature of the drawers inspired a non--traditional placement of the table's legs. A leg in the front divides the two drawer fronts, following the push of the expanding Corian surface, which protrudes just enough to Table, Justin Bailey, 2015, Oak, Corian, Plywood, 19"x16"x20" create space for fingers and implies the handle below to open the drawers. The same curve profiles were used in the other legs to give the impression of the surface continuing around the table, with two legs being placed on the left side to balance the width of the larger drawer, and another leg placed in the back right corner to ensure against tipping as objects are placed atop the table.
While there is emphasis on the transition of the Corian surface stretching out from two dimensional sheet into three dimensional form, the table is perceived more as a combination of solid and linear elements. Although the top of the table is a very solid element, the thinness of the legs and proportion of positive to negative space, the top appears light and the piece overall, quite open. Given the use of soft curves, combined with hard, clean lines, the pieces reads neither as overly feminine nor masculine as those characteristics would on their own, but more as an interesting juxtaposition of shapes and proportions.
Since creating the side table I have begun expanding the concept into a variety of furniture storage units. The next piece in the series is a low profile console unit (Figure 19 ), measuring 59"x15"x16", using drop down door fronts rather than 19: Lucid Console, 3DS Max Rendering, Justin Bailey, 59"x15"x16", 2016 drawers, but relying on the same protruding Corian surfaces to highlight the functional component.
Pentallated Space Divider
Partially an object and partially an architectural component, the spatial divider ( Figure 20 ) works on a large interior scale, but is by nature more of an object or furniture piece as it is customizable and unattached from the architectural /thetwo-way/2015/08/14/432015615/with-discovery-3-scientists-chip-away-at-an-unsolvable-math-problem nature of a building or space based on specialized joints that are connected by wood dowels.
It was just by chance I discovered R.B. Kershner's mathematics work on tessellated convex pentagons. From a design perspective, pentagons are already an interesting shape, unbalanced and having a lot of natural movement due to the angular nature of the shape. Convex pentagons are much more playful than a standard equilateral pentagon and have the ability to tessellate a plane, meaning they can tile together with no gaps to cover a surface. Of the 15 known type of convex pentagons that can tessellate a plane, Kershner's 8 th (shown in Figure 21 in pink, second row, middle) does so while using very close to the same length on every side of the pentagon while still creating heavy movement that does not readily appear to be tiled. 5 This is an ideal factor in the design assembly, as it can use interchangeable pieces without sacrificing the overall movement of the design.
The joint connectors were modeled using a 3D Computer Aided Design software, Rhinoceros, after the specific angles of Kershner's Type 8 Pentagon. The individual joints are highly rounded, and very aerodynamic in aesthetic, a design decision that helps to encourage movement from piece to piece by creating a stretching flow within each connector. The overall design became two sided to create vertical stability and depth, using the same dowel length to span the gap between the two facades. The current prototype uses dowels with ¼" diameter by 10" in length, this provides enough space between lines that the design does not appear crowded and chaotic or miniature, but also doesn't allow the material to flex too much under its own weight.
Although the design doesn't directly reference a surface in motion, the surface becomes implied through the expansion of a linear framework into a three dimensional wall with a strong visual movement throughout the space in which it is placed, creating the illusion of a surface through the façade it builds up while still allowing transparency and interaction through the spaces being divided. By creating a design that is customizable in scale and can be assembled without tools, it allows for the design to become a universal solution on an architectural level with the familiarity of an object.
Environmental Space The Airliner
Based on the Bauhaus term, Gesamtkunstwerk, or "a total work of art", a design that takes into account how every element of and within a space defines its The Airliner project takes into account the complexities of designing for architectural space while also incorporating a feeling of flight, reference to the structure of early planes, and build--up of aesthetic through unique design of all interior and exterior components used in the space. 
Fogbank Pavilion
The Fog Bank is a proposed outdoor park pavilion structure. Spanning 50' by 50', the space creates a shelter that allows visitors a chance to enter into the structure to relax and take in their surroundings. My intent was to create an open space but to still have some separation and shelter from the elements. The structure is activated to create the motion of an enveloping fog bank that wraps and hides, to create an intimate yet public space for meditation that is secluded, but not limiting to the viewer. While playing on the ideas of public and private the pavilion intends to use man--made structures to create a connection with nature. The architecturally scaled project provided a framework to test how some of my earlier notions of faceting surfaces can fold and expand to express dramatic, spatial solutions, in addition to studying how multiple groups of materials, in this case, concrete, steel, aluminum Figure 25 ) drew me in, looking to gain a stronger understanding of the Gestalt sense of perception, examining how the deconstructed components join together compositionally and hierarchically to read holistically. This work and research serves as a contrast to the strong hierarchy and dominating perpendicular systems of the Airliner's interior layout that came before it, looking to grow a better understanding of utilizing abstract forms and arrangements to construct a sense of space and its use. 28: Unfolded Truncated Octahedron Space, Justin Bailey, 2015, Drafting Views and Spatial Programming, Exhibition Design solids are the foundation of three dimensional form. Platonic shapes build through the repetition of a single two dimensional shape while Archimedean solids combine two 2--dimensional shapes combined and repeated to create form. Creating these solids forms is a foundational exercise for design students to grow an understanding of how two dimensional shapes can fold and wrap to create solid form.
Because the solids and how they are made have become synonymous with design foundations, I thought it would be a great way to highlight the 3D Design group as a brand and concept, incorporating it into the architecture of the space but unrolling the solid to create areas of positive and negative through which to look into the exhibition space. Specifically, the Truncated Octahedron was round enough to work with at a large scale and had enough sides to unroll to create a connected surface, large negatives and transition into the floor and seating with its mixture of squares and hexagons. Bright blue shades work with the stark white of the space to create a simple background for display objects and furniture that is light, clean and undemanding. 29: Truncated Octahedron, Bristol Board, Justin Bailey, 2014, 6"x6"x6" Due to the temporary nature of the project, the shapes were kept simple, modular and flat, looking as if to fold into form, but flat so that they could be 
Planning Materials and Preparing Prototypes
The old paradigm of mass production is on its way out; a new paradigm, the individuation of experience, arises in its place. In this scenario the balance shifts from material to immaterial. The question is no longer what to design, but why. Craft has provided viable answers to that historically. Designers are beginning to understand these issues and explore them, though perhaps unwitting as to their origins.
[…] Now that industry is in the process of reinventing itself, perhaps design and craft will become synonymous too: complementary aspects of the same ongoing process of shaping experience through the interaction between people and things. 7 My fabrication process has become about exploration and testing the limits of material and assembly in order to fully understand the extent of its possibilities. Table, seen previously in Figure 16 , using beveled strips of wood laminated to canvas to create a flexible surface. This idea began first with the intent of creating a chair that flowed up from the floor to an overhead shelter, seen in its first iteration in the scale model in Figure 30 and an advanced render in Figure 31 .
Creating roll--able wood sheets has been an ongoing testing process, attempting with different materials, assemblies, and applications for the method to find ideal combinations. After every tested hypothesis, despite more failures than successes to date, more experience and knowledge of the process was gained and new ideas were influenced by the outcome, even if negative. Even when a failure has occurred, its effect in the grand scheme is positive, and has led to critical observations and thoughts that inspire and push more creativity in the overall process. I would even go as far as to say that the failures of a hypothesis are the most informative part of the process, as they give a larger scope of how well the testing is working by further understanding the limits. In the case of the chair from and press--formed after creating the Lucid Side Table (Figure 18 ) started to churn more ways the flowing Corian pieces could become design components, eventually leading to the development of the Poche Vase (Figure 15 ). The evidence of the evolution can be seen strongly in the molds made for the Corian, and how the experience advanced the process from the Side Table mold in Figure 32 , to the more complex vase mold in Figure 33 .
Throughout the many steps of designing an object or space, ideas and notions that are built upon to be eventually realized as prototypes have continuously helped to inform the evolution and development of my work. With every piece of knowledge gained through the experience of designing and making comes the potential for an expanded application. 
